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INTRODUCTION
17 member organizations of the International Forum for Aviation
Research (IFAR) gathered for the 12th Annual IFAR Summit in
Warsaw via hybrid virtual and in-person format. This four day
annual gathering was hosted by the Łukasiewicz Research Network
- Institute of Aviation (ILOT).

The theme for the 12th IFAR Summit:

Sustainable Aviation

IFAR BACKGROUND
IFAR is the world’s aviation research establishment network,
established on a voluntary, nonbinding basis. IFAR aims to connect
public aeronautics research organizations worldwide, to enable
information exchange and communication on aviation research
activities and to develop among its members a shared
understanding on challenges faced by the global aviation research
community.
IFAR member organizations engage in discussions on technical
issues to enable bilateral and multilateral international
collaboration, and also promote the development of early career
researchers throughout the year. The IFAR summit is an
opportunity for the leaders of the member organizations to meet to
exchange views and decide on future activities. IFAR was formally
established by its Charter in 2011.
Today, IFAR has 26 member organizations, representing five
continents, and approximately 35,000 researchers worldwide.
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IFAR-ICAO COLLABORATION BACKGROUND
During the previous Summit, the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) and IFAR formalized a new agreement aimed at
accelerating and improving the effective assessment of new aviation
technologies and innovation platforms. The agreement established
an IFAR-ICAO Expert Group which has been working to produce a
Scientific Assessment of the area of Urban Air Mobility (UAM).
National Research Council (NRC Canada) assumed the role of IFARICAO liaison.

IFAR-ICAO COLLABORATION
The Warsaw Summit reviewed the results of IFAR-ICAO
Collaboration so far. Stephen Creamer, Director of the Air
Navigation Bureau (ANB) of ICAO delivered a keynote address
highlighting the value of the IFAR-ICAO collaboration. The IFAR
Experts delivered a report on the progress of the IFAR-ICAO
collaboration and IFAR principals discussed the effort.
IFAR Principals also discussed an IFAR-ICAO Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) to outline the IFAR-ICAO partnership following
the expiration of the existing collaboration framework under the
Declaration of Intent. NRC (Canada) will coordinate an IFAR-ICAO
event for April 2022 in Montreal, Canada to formally sign the MoU
and to present a draft of the UAM Scientific Assessment.
The Steering Committee was tasked with facilitating the
participation of any interested researchers from IFAR member
organizations in the IFAR UAM Working Group in support of the
IFAR-ICAO UAM Collaboration. A brief summary document was
produced to introduce the collaboration to researchers new to IFAR
in acknowledgement of IFAR’s missions to support human resources
development, facilitate external partnerships and encourage
information exchange on technical issues.
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A FOCUS ON SUSTAINABLE RECOVERY
IFAR welcomed NLR’s Ligeia Paletti to give a keynote speech about
EREA’s Vision Study outlining four visions of the future of aviation.
An industry panel moderated by ILOT Principal Paweł Stężycki
discussed their perspectives on aviation and the challenges
highlighted by Ligeia Paletti.
Sustainability and international cooperation in aviation were
identified as the key factors for the future of aviation. Industry
participants highlighted the industry’s push towards more efficient
aircraft while investing in net-zero solutions for the future. All
participants highlighted the urgency of the climate emergency and
the need to move away from unsustainable fuels.

IFAR NETWORKING
Working Groups presented their reports and principals highlighted
their satisfaction with the ongoing work. Principals also tasked the
Steering Committee (SC) with revamping IFAR’s Working Groups to
increase their flexibility and effectiveness as part of IFAR’s core
mission of promoting information exchange and discussion on
technical issues.
IFAR members delivered a series of presentations on sustainable
aviation projects ongoing within their organizations including
electric flight demonstrators, gas sensing technology, materials
developments and hydrogen concepts.
IFAR Café was held in-person at the Summit. Participants discussed
the concept of Death Valley in the aspect of Urban Air Mobility and
Sustainable Aviation in an open discussion format.
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CHAIR TRANSITION AND OTHER CHANGES
Ibrahim Yimer (NRC) became Chair of IFAR on October 21st, 2021.
Bruno Sainjon (ONERA) assumed the role of IFAR Vice-Chair. Michel
Peters (NLR) completed his term on the IFAR Leadership Team and
the role of IFAR Past Chair transferred to Sergey Chernyshev (TsAGI).
The incoming chair presented his “Four Pillars” Plan for IFAR’s second
decade highlighting a strong commitment to strengthening IFAR’s
existing institutions, engaging the membership, expanding IFAR’s
partnerships and supporting young researchers while committing to
streamline IFAR’s procedures, promote the organization, and explore
a possible “Keystone” project that could bring IFAR members together
to participate in a research collaboration.
IFAR welcomed its new Executive Secretary Adel Schroepfer (DLR).
With common agreement between IFAR, FOI (Swedish Defense
Research Agency) and SARC (Swedish Aerospace Research Center),
Sweden’s IFAR member organization changed from FOI to SARC.

Incoming IFAR Chair Ibrahim Yimer presents the ECN Award

IFAR's 7th Leadership Team Signs Letters of Exchange

The 13th Annual IFAR Summit will take place in Prague, Czech Republic
between the 17th and 20th of October 2022. The Summit will be hosted by the
Czech Aerospace Research Centre - VZLU.
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IFAR MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE
17 IFAR members were represented at the Summit

Summit Participants tour ILOT HQ
Ligeia Paletti presents the EREA Vision Study

IFAR Members Participate in IFAR Cafe

1. CAE – China
2. CIRA – Italy
3. DLR - Germany
4. ILOT - Poland
5. INCAS – Romania
6. INTA - Spain
7. JAXA - Japan
8. KARI - Korea
9. NASA - United States

Summit Participants

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

NRC - CANADA
NLR - NETHERLANDS
ONERA - FRANCE
SARC - SWEDEN
TSAGI - RUSSIA
TU WIEN - AUSTRIA
VKI - BELGIUM
VZLU – CZECH REPUBLIC

AUSTRALIA WAS REPRESENTED BY:
ADVANCED COMPOSITE STRUCTURES - AUSTRALIA AS AN OBSERVER.
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